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 Art II: Thumbnail Thursday
April 16th, 2020



 
Lesson: 04-16-2020

Objective/Learning Target: 



Masterpiece 
Monday

Take a closer 
look at a Famous 
Artist and their 
work

Technique 
Tuesday

Practice Skills 
Known and new 
techniques

What’s Up 
Wednesday

Explore a 
technique or 
Artist happening 
somewhere in the 
world right now! 

 Thumbnail 
Thursday

Small, loose 
sketches of 
objects we find 
or design 
concepts

Figure 
Friday

Figure drawing 
challenges



“Draw what you See NOT what You Think” -the mantra of many art teachers

To begin, we will bring it back to the basics:

The building blocks of drawing - two elements of art we call

SHAPE and FORM

There are Four Basic Forms:

2D
Length X Width

3D
Length X Width X 
Height

Cylinder 
Sphere

Cone 

Cube 

Reminders from last week!



Every three- 
dimensional 
object around 
us can be 
easily broken 
down into the 
basic shapes 
and forms.

What does that 
look like? 

Object: Basic Form:

A ball is a
SPHERE

Cups are 
CYLINDERS 

Carrots, shells
& much more are

  CONES

Boxes are
  CUBES

Reminders from last week!



Thumbnail 
Sketches:
Before you 
choose what you 
will be drawing 
for the day, 
watch this video 
to learn more 
about what it 
means to make 
thumbnail 
sketches

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLTC_wENj1U

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLTC_wENj1U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLTC_wENj1U


Thumbnail Sketches
Art Vocabulary:

Composition- 
arrangement of 
elements in a work 
of art

Point of View- 
angle from which 
the viewer sees an 
object

Your thumbnail drawings may simply be for 
your own practice and benefit...

They can also be used as a kind of   
rough draft 

for a final art piece.

Practice looking at things from different 
angles.

 Why do you think this is a helpful 
technique?



Artists
Graphi

c Desi
gners

Architects 
& Engineers 

Fashion Designers Furniture Designers

Illus
trato

rs

& Ani
mator

s

Who uses Thumbnail sketches?



Activity
Choose two to three things that you will make several 
thumbnail sketches of. 

Supplies: Pencil, Paper, your objects, an open mind

For now, keep your objects small and tangible. Something 
that you can hold in the palm of your hand and that is not 

from your imagination 

(we will make time for that in later lessons, I still want you to practice 
observation drawing at this point)



Prepare Your Paper and Your Mind
As you saw in the video, it can help to divide your paper up 
with boxes of different sizes (feel free to make all of your boxes 
the same size if you wish) 

1. Begin by arranging your objects in different formations
2. You can even move yourself around the objects to gain a 

different perspective
3. Continue doing this until you have tried all the 

combinations that you can think of & have filled your 
boxes

Happy Sketching!



Reflect
Once you have filled a page with thumbnails it can help to 
reflect…

-Which perspective angles made you feel comfortable? Did any 
feel weird or uncomfortable? 

-Which drawings appear more successful to you, why?

-Could any of these drawings be the beginning of a final 
drawing or piece of art?



Additional Resources
Thumbnail sketching is something that can be done on the go 
as well. Many artist carry small notebooks or sketchbooks 
and draw whenever the opportunity arises. (We may not be able to 
practice this right now with our stay at home order but think of all the 

places you could draw… on a car ride, in a waiting room, a museum etc.)  
https://risdmuseum.org/manual/441_understanding_art_through_thumbnail_sketching

https://risdmuseum.org/manual/441_understanding_art_through_thumbnail_sketching


Posters we use to 
teach you...





How to show us 
your 

creations...
We’d

 lov
e to

 see
 you

r 

work
!!! 
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